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Abstract. We found  difficulties in implementing a software artifact that was
compliant with the DEMO theory/grammar. We analyzed two existing imple-
mentations  of  this  pattern  and  found  that  they  don't  fully  comply  with
theory/grammar, as the sequences of acts they accept do not fully match the
DEMO grammar. This work presents two solutions: The first, is a theory com-
pliant protocol expressed through a state machine based on a shared-memory
approach. The second solution, called Tell & Agree, addresses two existing con-
straints of the current DEMO theory: the need of full details on the request; the
strict order and distinct acts that initiator/executor roles can perform. This sec-
ond  solution  is  a  message-based  protocol,  that  uses  state  charts  and  splits
DEMO transaction into it's three constitutive phases: order, execution and re-
sult. This solution increases flexibility, modeling power, and, we believe, moves
DEMO closer to Habermas “ideal speech situation”.
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1   Introduction
No matter how robust, appealing and coherent a theory, such as DEMO (“Design and
Engineering Methodology for Organizations”) [1] seems to be, bringing it into prac-
tice can be challenging. We felt unexpected difficulties when trying to code its trans-
actions and state transitions into a software artifact and that brought to our mind the
Yogi Berra quote: “In theory, there is no difference between theory and practice. In
practice, there is.”
For thousands of years persons have estab-
lished  agreements  among  themselves  (or
mediated through organizations) in order to
fulfill  material,  informational  or  business
processes.  The Action Workflow Loop [2]
presented  in  Figure  1,  being  “general  and
universal”,  models  the  core  pattern  of  all
successful  interactions.  According  to  Denning  and  Medina-Mora  [3],  “Incomplete
work flows invariantly cause breakdowns, and if they persist, they give rise to com-
plaints and bad feelings that interfere with the ultimate purpose of work – to satisfy
the customer.”
DEMO extends this core loop through Performance in Social Interactions Theory (PSI
–  )[1][4]. It describes the world through a model based on transactions, each proΨ -
ducing a single result, initiated by a set of actor roles and executed by one specific ac-
tor role. This result is the simplified pattern presented in Figure 2 which uses a se -
quence of coordination acts surrounding a production (execute) act.

Figure 1: Action Workflow Loop [2]
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The  transaction  starts  with  a
request by the initiator which
includes the  desired outcome
in full detail. If the executor is
able to fulfill that  request he
will  promise a  delivery  and
then produce/execute the ex-
pected outcome and  state its
completion  to  the  initiator.
Assuming  that  the  delivered
result is as requested, the ini-
tiator will finish the transac-
tion by  accepting  the  result.
Therefore, this pattern assigns
different acts to the  initiator
and the executor actor roles. 

These core acts can be split into three phases, as can be seen in Figure 3: order, exe-
cution and result  [5]. This simplified description becomes more complex, as can be
seen in Figure 4, as additional revoke acts are needed and so are added to each phase
[4]:

• The initiator can change his mind and revoke the request at any time.
• The executor can decline the initial request if he does not wish, is not able,

or can't deliver in the conditions requested by the initiator.
• The executor can revoke his previous promise act.
• The executor can revoke his previous state act.
• The initiator may reject the stated result.
• The initiator may revoke a previous accept.

Figure 2: Simplified pattern for a PSI transaction [1]
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Figure 3: Order, Execution and Result phases [5]

Figure 4: Diagram of a complete transaction pattern [4]



As revoking acts, either performed by the initiator or by the executor, contradict pre-
viously established expectations, the counterpart may allow the revoke or refuse it.
The finite automaton presented in Figure 4, uses a compact format [6] to represent a
finite state machine.  That compact format raises two interpretation problems: 

• It uses the same name/symbol to represent the act and the state that immedi-
ately follows that act. According to the description presented in [5], we inter-
preted that the dotted arrows, the ones that follow the allow acts/states, mean
that they lead to that state without performing the corresponding act.

• It allows four interrupts corresponding to the four revoking acts, available
anytime after the corresponding act was performed (request, promise, state,
accept).

Finite automatons are easier to implement when they are expressed in common for-
mats such as: graph [8] or grammar, typically in Backus-Naur Form (BNF).
2   Structure of this document
This paper addresses the problem of how to implement DEMO into a working arti-
fact. In section 3 we analyze the options taken by two existing implementations and
show why they do not comply with the DEMO/PSI grammar.
In  section  4  we  present  the  first  solution  to  this  implementation  problem with  a
DEMO/PSI grammar compliant solution that  uses a shared-memory approach. We
start with an intermediary non-deterministic state machine in section 4.1, then an opti-
mized deterministic state machine in section 4.2,  with the corresponding grammar in
BNF. We validate the proposed solution in section 4.3 with the ACID test that covers
all acts in the grammar. In section 4.4 we propose 4 improvements to the DEMO/PSI
grammar and present them with a state machine, a grammar and with the usual com-
pact representation known in DEMO. In section 4.5 we perform a critical evaluation
of current solution, stating constraints that exist in current DEMO theory/practice. We
used those constraints as the basis for the second proposed solution.
The second proposed solution is presented is section 5. We first present, in section
5.1, the purpose and assumptions used for this second solution, namely the “ideal
speech situation” as proposed by Habermas. In section 5.2 we describe the basic life
cycle of a message in this message-based solution, and how the state chart uses it to
create the proposed solution. In section 5.3 we introduce the concept of state chart,
that plays a central role in this solution. In section 5.4 we describe the general design
options for this solution. In section 5.5 we address the possibility of having more than
2 participants in a transaction. Section 5.6 introduces the revoking/cancellation acts
and explains in detail how they are handled. In section 5.7 we analyze the increased
modeling power that  this second solution provides.  In  section 5.8 we analyze the
compliance with DEMO theory. In section 5.9 we compare the constraints presented
in section 4.5 with how those constraints were handled in this solution.  Finally we
conclude in section 6 and present future work in section 7.
In order to facilitate the testing and analysis of the presented solutions, we have creat-
ed an online tool that allows testing the state machines in a state by state dynamic
simulation, with the available actions in  each state.  This  has  pedagogical  benefits
when explaining these protocols to others.
They are available at: http://www.duarte-gouveia.info/protocols/ 

http://www.duarte-gouveia.info/protocols/


3   Analyzing Two Existing Implementations
The difficulties we found in implementation of a DEMO engine, while trying to com-
ply with all the requirements described in section 1, lead us to analyze how two exist-
ing implementations handled the state machine problem. We analyzed two implemen-
tations of DEMO protocol: DEMO World by the private company ForMetis based in
the Netherlands and another implementation by the Normalized Systems group based
in the University of Antwerp, Belgium.
Both these implementations use a shared memory approach (either process based or
database based) [2], that is, both initiator and executor must somehow share the cur-
rent state of the transaction, as the possible acts each one can perform depend on the
current state that must be kept in a consistent way between the participants.
3.1 DEMO World implementation
DEMO World [9] in originaly based on Van Kervel Doctoral dissertation [10] and is
available online at www.demoworld.nl. The analysis hereby presented corresponds to
what was available on May 5, 2015.
This implementation does not make its state machine transparent, as it doesn't identify
the current state with a clear name in its interface. We were able to uniquely identify
the states by the available actions for the initiator and for the executor through de-
tailed analysis of all possible acts in all possible sequences of acts. That enabled the
creation of the state machine with 17 states and 37 transitions, presented in Figure 5.

As this implementation is available online, the valid correspondence of this state ma-
chine with that implementation can be easily checked.
In all the state machines presented in this paper, we choose to represent the states as
nodes and coordination/production acts as edges. For the states between those acts we
used the name of the corresponding DEMO coordination act, which corresponds to
the name of the most relevant act that leads to that state. We also add a prefix to each

Figure 5: State Machine according to DEMO world [9]
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state name, that can be “i:”, “e:”, “ie:” or “_:”. These prefixes represent which actor
roles (initiator/executor) can perform acts on that state (if any), as some states only al-
low acts by one of the parts. The acts in gray can be performed by the initiator and the
ones in black can be performed by the executor. The initial state is marked with a
thick arrow and the end states with double borders. We chose not to represent dissent
act/states with any symbol, contrary to the option of the authors of Figure 4 [4]. These
conventions are common in automata literature [11] and were applied to all following
state machines in this paper.
Comparing the state machine in Figure 5 with the DEMO transaction pattern in Fig-
ure 4 we can realize that this state machine has significant differences in the language
(sequence of acts) it supports.
In DEMO grammar the quit act is only used after the decline or after the allow revoke
(request or promise). In this implementation it can be used in many more ways, there-
fore changing its semantics.
This solution introduces a close act in many inexplicable ways. We couldn't find the
reasoning for these options.
The stop, allow and refuse acts that exists in Figure 4, do not exist in Figure 5. But
there are additional severe problem, as the cancel act after the state act has been per-
formed, does not differentiate between a cancel state and a cancel promise. Also in
that situation it does not allow to perform a new state, as presented in Figure 4. 
Also problematic is that a transaction that reaches the “_: accepted” state, cancella-
tions are no longer available. Therefore it is never possible to perform a  cancel ac-
cept, as required in DEMO transactions grammar.
Finally, from the “ie: Rejected” state both acts, stop and cancel, lead to the same state
“i: Cancel stated and promised”, which is redundant.
There are also several sequences that are allowed by the state machine in Figure 5 and
do not comply with DEMO transaction pattern, namely:

• request, decline, quit, quit
• request, decline, quit, close
• request, decline, close, quit
• request, decline, close, close
• request, promise, cancel, close
• request, promise, cancel, quit
• request, promise, cancel, cancel, close
• request, promise, cancel, cancel, quit
• request, promise, cancel, quit, close
• request, promise, cancel, quit, quit

Notice that both initiator and executor can perform quit acts, which is not according to
DEMO/PSI grammar presented in Figure 4. Since this solution:

• Does not include all the acts prescribed by theory (allow, stop, refuse);
• Introduces a new act (close);
• Changes the semantic of other acts (cancel, quit);
• Does not allow to cancel after accept;
• Does not distinguish the cancel state from the cancel promise;
• Does not allow to state again after a cancel state;
• Introduces sequences that are not compliant with DEMO transaction pattern.

We conclude that this solution isn't full compliant with that DEMO/PSI grammar.



3.2 Normalized Systems group implementation

The authors of this implementation, based in Belgium, combined the Normalized Sys-
tems theory [12] with the DEMO transaction pattern [1][4] to create working solu-
tions [13][14]. Although this solutions are not publicly available, there are published
papers that describe the implementation with enough detail [15][16] to enable us to
analyze their solutions.
Although these authors present their state machine [15] in a clear way, we chose to
convert it to a format that facilitates comparability with the remaining state machines
presented in this paper, as described in section 3.1. This can be seen in Figure 6.
The solution proposed by this group is supported by two state machines: one to han-
dle the normal flow of a transaction (18 states and 19 edges) and other two to handle
the cancellations flow (6 states and 5 edges), the first for cancellations initiated by the
initiator (on the bottom left of Figure 6) and the second for cancellations initiated by
the executor (on the bottom right of Figure 6).

On the normal flow (Figure 6, top) several new “validation acts” were added in order
to validate the following coordination acts: request,  state,  decline,  reject. Although
these changes move away from the DEMO/PSI grammar, shown in Figure  4,  we
agree with the need for these changes because before each new coordination act there
must be an additional ontological act where an authorized and responsible person val-
idates the coordination acts performed by their counterpart. We also agree that prom-
ise and  accept acts do not require this post validation as they just acknowledge the
preceding acts. There is also a new ontological act called handle reject, that although
is not of a similar nature is also justifiable by the same reason.
There were also changes in the coordination act names (resubmit instead of request,
cancel transaction  instead of  allow) that move this implementation away from the
standard DEMO/PSI grammar presented in Figure 4.

Figure 6: State Machine according to the Normalized Systems group [13]
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We notice that this solution favors turn taking, as in each state only one actor can take
actions (except to start a new cancellation), and can only take one or two actions in
their turn. 
In any state, in the normal flow, any of the two participants can initiate a cancellation
for the coordination acts that have already occurred (request,  promise,  state or  ac-
cept). When that happens a new instance of the cancellation flow is created, and the
standard flow is suspended (“parked state”, as stated in [15]) until the cancellation is
allowed closing the transaction, or refused, restoring to the “parked state”.
In the cancellation flow, only one of the participants can act. If the cancel act, that ini-
tiates the cancellation flow, was performed by the initiator, then only the executor can
act (bottom left of Figure 6). Likewise, if the cancel act was performed by the execu-
tor, only the initiator can act (bottom right of Figure 6). The state machine for cancel-
lation is equal for both parts, except for the participant that can take actions. When a
cancel act occurs, nothing else can be done until that problem has been solved, name-
ly no other cancellation can be initiated. Therefore, in the cancellation flow, one part
can block the other by refusing to act.
This solution assumes that all cancellations are alike, which is not true. When cancel-
ing request and promise acts, if they are allowed, the result is a terminal state. If they
are not allowed, then there should return to the “parked state”. But, according to the
DEMO/PSI grammar, presented in Figure 4, in a  state cancellation and in a  accept
cancellation the situation is different. When they occurs, and are allowed by the coun-
terpart, the standard flow should be reset-ted to a new state:

• In the cancel state, reset to the Promised state [4] (or Executed state in older
versions of the theory [1]);

• In the cancel accept, reset to the Rejected state [4].
These authors address this problem [15] stating that this reset of state would corre-
spond to a goto problem [17], which causes a state interdependence, and therefore
hurts principles of Normalized Systems – separation of states and also separation of
concerns. But a similar problem was properly handled by this solution for the reject
after the state... The goto problem only exists due to the implementation options tak-
en, as a different state machine could handle the cancellations without hurting the sep-
aration of concerns and states. Faced with a clear requirement from the DEMO gram-
mar, these authors chose to keep the integrity of their theory without any workaround
for those clear requirements. The stated solution gives support to the idea that in some
situations it may not be possible to force the use of Normalized Systems, and there-
fore eliminate the combinatorial effects that may occur subsequently [15].
Since this solution:

• Adds new acts (validate/invalidate, handle reject);
• Changes  coordination  acts  names  (resubmit instead  of  request,  cancel

transaction instead of allow);
• Changes the semantics for the cancel state and cancel accept.

We conclude that this implementation is not fully compliant with that  DEMO/PSI
grammar, presented in Figure 4.



4   First Solution - compliant with DEMO/PSI grammar
4.1 Non-Deterministic State Machine
After eleven cycles of induction/deduction we were able to reach to the following
state  machine,  presented  in  Figure  7,  that  we  believe  fully  complies  with  the
DEMO/PSI grammar, that was presented in Figure 4.

This state machine has 24 states, 3 of which are terminal states and 47 directed edges.
The maximum out-degree of states is 4, that is, the maximum possible acts available
from each state. Considering the directed edges, there are 6 which are epsilon transac-
tions - presented with dashed arrows and with the label (no-act). Epsilon transitions,
as they are usually called in graph theory literature [11], can move the state machine
from the originating state to the destination state without any act being performed.
The presence of epsilon transitions makes this diagram a non-deterministic state ma-
chine, that is, the actions that can be executed at each moment, are not only the ones
of the current state, but also the ones that are in reachable states through epsilon/(no-
act) edges. 
In the state machine presented in Figure 7:

• The center line of the graph contains the simplified pattern (request, prom-
ise, execute, state, accept), presented if Figure 2.

• We chose to represent the  execute act  as a self-loop, connecting the “ie:
Promised” state to itself. Although execute act is a silent ontological act, we
believe it should be represented in the state machine, as that act may need to
be performed several times (if not done to the satisfaction of the initiator at
the first time), and create records of those attempts, even before stating it to
the initiator for the first time.

Figure 7: Non-Deterministic State machine of DEMO/PSI grammar
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• From the “ie: Accepted” state there is a (no-act) edge that leads to the termi-
nal state “_: Completed”. This would be the terminal state for a successful
transaction.

• The states below the central line are reached through dissent acts from the
initiator. Likewise, the states above the central line are reached through dis-
sent acts from the executor.

• The initiator can dissent in 3 ways: revoke request, reject after a state from
the executor and revoke accept.
◦ The  revoke  request can  occur  in  the  states  “ie:  Requested”,  “ie:

Promised”, “ie: Stated” and “ie:Accepted”. For each of these states there
is a corresponding state called “e: Revoke request from X”, where X is
the originating state. These 4 states are presented in the line below the
central line of Figure 7. The existence of these 4 different states makes it
easier to know where to move next if the refuse act is the choice of the
executor after that request. A similar solution was developed for all the
other revoke acts, mutatis mutandis. If the executor  allows the revoke
request, it would lead to the terminal state “_:quitted”.

◦ The reject, after a state from the executor, leads to “e: Rejected” state
where the executor can choose to stop or state again the revised produc-
tion. Although the DEMO/PSI grammar presented in Figure 4 links to
the  state act/state,  which is  consistent with the idea of  execute as  a
silent production act, we believe that the correct connection is to the “ie:
Promised” state, allowing to  execute (if required) and  state. It doesn't
make sense to perform a new state without, at least considering a new
execution – an ontological  decision. The terminal state “_: Stopped”
corresponds to a termination of a transaction without an agreement be-
tween the parts on what to do afterward.

◦ The revoke accept, is presented in Figure 7, below the center line at the
far right. If refused, the current state returns to the “ie: Accepted” state.
If allowed it will go to the “e: Rejected” state, but with a (no-act) transi-
tion, represented with a dashed line. The reasoning follows directly from
the interpretation of DEMO/PSI grammar in Figure 4, with the interpre-
tation that dotted lines in that compact representation mean that the new
state will be the pointed one, without performing the corresponding act
(reject).

• The executor can dissent in 3 ways: decline after a request from the client,
revoke promise and revoke state, all represented above the central line.
◦ The  decline after a  request from the client, leads to the “i: Declined”

state, where the initiator can either quit or eventually re-initiate the cy-
cle with a new request. If the quit act is performed, it leads to a termi-
nal state “_: Quitted”, that corresponds to a situation where the executor
used its prerogative of not accepting the request.

◦ The revoke promise, can be evoked from the 3 states (“ie: Promised”,
“ie:Stated”  and  “ie:  Accepted”)  after  the  promise act  has  been  per-
formed. Following the pattern already presented for the revoke request,
mutatis mutandis. there is a “i: Revoke promise from X”. If refused, the
machine returns to the originating state. If  allowed the machine moves



to a “i: Revoke promise allowed” state where either a  quit act can be
performed leading to a terminal state “_: Quitted”, or a (no-act) is per-
formed allowing to re-initiate the cycle. These states are represented in
Figure 7 in the line above the center line.

◦ The revoke state, can be evoked from the 2 states (“ie: Stated” and “ie:
Accepted”) after the state acts has been performed. Following the pat-
tern already presented for the revoke request, mutatis mutandis. there is
a “i: Revoke state from X”. If refused, the machine returns to the origi-
nating state. If allowed, the machine leads to a “i: Revoke state allowed”
state were only a  (no-act) is  available, leading to the “ie:  Promised”
state. These states are represented in Figure 7 in the top line.

We believe that the non-deterministic state machine presented if Figure 7 fully com-
plies with DEMO/PSI grammar, presented in Figure 4, with the interpretations pre-
sented in section 1.
4.2 Deterministic State Machine
A non-deterministic state machine is harder to code than a deterministic one. There-
fore we decided to perform an extra step, and transform the state machine in Figure 7
into the one presented in Figure 8, by solving the (no-act) edges.

The state machine presented in Figure 8 has 20 states (4 less than Figure 7) and 44 di-
rected edges (3 less than Figure 7) but it is equivalent to the one presented in Figure 7.

Figure 8: Deterministic State machine of DEMO/PSI grammar
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The following changes allowed that transformation:
• The states “_: Revoke request allowed”, “i: Revoke state allowed” and “_:

Revoke accept  allowed” only  have one outgoing  edge  each  –  a  (no-act)
edge. Therefore we removed those three states, redirecting their correspond-
ing incoming edges to the corresponding (no-act) destination for each elimi-
nated state.

• The “_: Completed” state was eliminated, making the “ie: Accepted” a termi-
nal state. Although set as terminal, this state has 4 edges that lead to the 4 “x:
revoke X from accepted”, but we believe that this is an acceptable simplifi-
cation.

• The “i: Revoke promise allowed” state in Figure 7 has a (no-act) edge to the
“i: Initial state”. We transformed that edge into a request act leading to the
“ie: Requested” state, which is equivalent, and eliminates the non-determin-
istic transition.

• Likewise, in the “i: Declined” state in Figure 7, we also transformed the (no-
act) edge into a request edge, pointing to “ie: Requested”.

• Finally, the most complex change happens in the “e: Rejected” state in Fig-
ure 7. This state has two outgoing edges:  stop to “_: Stopped” state and a
(no-act) edge to “ie: Promised”. This means that this state can do all that “ie:
Promised” is able to do, plus the stop act. Therefore, in order to eliminate the
(no-act) we added to this state the 4 outgoing acts that already existed in “ie:
Promised”,  namely:  execute,  revoke request,  revoke promise and  state.
With the exception of execute, the 3 remaining acts point to the same desti-
nations as in the edges leaving “ie: Promised”. We choose to keep the exe-
cute act as a self-loop to give the executor the opportunity to perform stop,
even after several attempts to execute a new result. With this enhanced func-
tionalities, it no longer made sense to call it “e: Rejected”. Therefore, we re-
named it to “ie: Redo” because that's this state purpose - redo some work as
a result of a reject or a revoke accept or eventually stopping to the terminal
state “_: Stopped”.

We choose to present this first solution with two figures because Figure 7 is much
easier to map to/from the DEMO/PSI grammar presented in Figure 4. The state ma-
chine in Figure 8 is much easier to transform into a programming language code, as it
is  a  deterministic  state  machine.  Additionally,  presenting the  two figure promotes
transparency, as it would be very hard to understand the reasoning behind the opti-
mization options taken in Figure 8 without knowing Figure 7, namely the options re-
garding the “ie:  Redo” state.  Although “ie:  Redo” state is  fully  functional  in  this
grammar, it  is at the same time counter intuitive without the detailed optimization
steps, when you start from the DEMO/PSI grammar presented in Figure 4.
Although the state machine presented in Figure 8 is still somehow complex, its corre-
sponding grammar (in Backus-Naur Form) presented in Grammar 1 can be expressed
with only 7 relatively simple rules. There are clear patterns for each revoking acts.
These BNF grammar rules can be directly derived from Figure 8, with some simple
rule optimizations that, we believe, don't deserve additional explanation.
This BNF grammar can be easily compared with the grammar presented in Figure 4.
We would like to notice that there is a slight improvement proposed to these rules that
will be presented in section 4.4.



4.3 Validation for First Solution – ACID test
We would like to propose a test to validate this first solution and other future alterna-
tive state machines to DEMO/PSI grammar. This test aims at covering all possible
acts  in  the  grammar  with a  single  example,  therefore  it's  name:  Acts  Covered  In
DEMO – ACID test. This example only covers the acts in the transaction between the
customer and the owner of the pizzeria.

1. Claudio (the  Customer) arrives at a pizzeria and asks Octavio (the  Owner)
for a pizza. “Let me warn you that I have a exquisite taste! I would like an
hawaiian  pizza  for  dinner  with  extra  pineapple  and extra  cherries.  Well
cooked!” said Claudio (request). Octavio says “It will be ready in 15 min-
utes.” (promise).

2. As promised, Octavio brings the baked pizza on time, and delivers it to Clau-
dio (state), that gladly accepts it (accept).

3. At the first bite, Claudio complaints: “It is not well cooked!” (revoke ac-
cept). Octavio says “Yes, it is!” (refuse). “No it's not!” replies Claudio (re-
voke accept). Octavio conforms with the client position and takes the pizza
back to the kitchen (allow).

4. Ten minutes later, Octavio brings back the pizza, that is now clearly burned,
and delivers it to Claudio (state). Claudio says “No way! I will not eat that
lump of coal!” (reject). A “lump of coal?” Octavio thinks to himself. “That’s
outrageous!  The next  time I'm in this  situation I'll  end this  service  right

<Initial_State> ::= request <Requested>
<Requested> ::= ( promise <Promised>

| decline ( quit | <Initial_State> )
| revoke_request ( allow

  | refuse <Requested> ) )
<Promised> ::= ( execute <Promised>

| state <Stated>
| revoke_request ( allow

  | refuse <Promised> )
| revoke_promise (allow ( quit

| <Initial_State> )
 | refuse <Promised> ) )

<Stated> ::= ( accept <Accepted>
| reject <Redo>
| revoke_request ( allow

  | refuse <Stated> )
| revoke_promise ( allow ( quit

  | <Initial_State> )
  | refuse <Stated> )

| revoke_state ( allow <Promised>
  | refuse <Stated> ) )

<Redo> ::= stop | <Promised>
<Accepted> ::= ( <Terminal_State>

| revoke_request ( allow
  | refuse <Accepted> )

| revoke_promise ( allow ( quit
 | <Initial_State> )

    | refuse <Accepted> )
| revoke_state ( allow <Promised>

  | refuse <Accepted> )
| revoke_accept ( allow <Redo>

 | refuse <Accepted> ) )
<Terminal_State> ::= .

Grammar 1: DEMO/PSI grammar in Backus-Naur Form



away” (stop). However this time he takes the pizza back, and asks Bartolo
(the baker) to bake another pizza.

5. Twenty minutes later, Octavio brings the new pizza to Claudio. As he puts it
over the table (state) he notices that Bartolo forgot the extra cherries... He
immediately excuses saying “I'm very sorry, our baker didn't put the extra
cherries. I'll take it back to the kitchen!” (revoke state). Claudio though to
himself... “I could accept the pizza as it is...” (refuse the revoke state, accept
it, eat the pizza and end this dinner), but as Octavio already notice the baker
mistake and offer to solve it... “I'll let it go... next time I'm in this situation
I'll refuse it and eat the pizza right away!”. But then he allows it for this
time... (allow).

6. When Octavio talks to Bartolo in the kitchen, he realizes that they are out of
cherries in stock! “Why didn't you told me, Bartolo?” asked Octavio.

7. Octavio gets back and tells Claudio that they won't be able to serve the pizza
as they are out of stock in cherries (revoke promise). “Can't you buy more
cherries somewhere?” (refuse). At this hour it is not possible (revoke prom-
ise). “Ok” (allow), says Claudio.

8. Claudio looks at his clock... “I'm so hungry!” He could leave (quit) and go
to another pizzeria. But then he decides to ask for a different pizza. “Then,
I'll have a different pizza! I want a pizza with anchovies and capers” - says
Claudio (request).

9. But Octavio says. “I'm sorry, we are out of stock of capers too” (decline).
“No capers?” If he finds himself again in a pizzeria without capers, he would
definitely leave...  (quit)  but  not  today. “Then,  I'll  have a  pizza  with  an-
chovies and pineapple.” (request). “Ok, It will be ready in 20 minutes” said
Octavio (promise).

10. Claudio waited for a few minutes, and imagined the pizza with the salty an-
chovies and the sweet pineapple, and somehow his stomach started to show
uncomfortable symptoms... Claudio called Octavio and said “I'm sorry, I'm
not feeling well. I'll have to cancel my order and leave.” (revoke request).
“But the pizza is already being baked!”, complaint Octavio (refuse). “I'm re-
ally sorry! Too much acid in my stomach...” (revoke request). Octavio is
desolated, but as it is a health issue he accepts it (allow).

It is easy to use this ACID test in the several state machines previously presented.
Both implementations presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2 fail at step 3. The solution
presented in section 4.2 works fine for all 10 steps.
There are alternative paths in steps 4,5,8 and 9. You can re-run this script four addi-
tional times, taking one of the alternative paths once in each of those steps.
4.4 Improvement proposal for DEMO/PSI grammar
The new ways of representing the DEMO/PSI grammar with a state machine, in Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 8, as well as the grammar expressed in BNF, in Grammar 1, makes it
easier to notice four problems with this pattern:

• The “_: Stopped” state is a very strange terminal state! After a  reject from
the  initiator,  or after an  allowed  revoke accept, the DEMO/PSI grammar
gives the executor the power to unilaterally stop the transaction, reaching a
terminal state. From this state there isn't any recoverable action to restore the
normal flow. We believe that if the executor wishes to end the transaction he



should follow the normal way of doing it, with a revoke promise, and with
the agreement from the initiator through an allow. Therefore we propose to
eliminate the stop act and the corresponding “_: Stopped” state. This has a
significan impact in the state machine, as this change enables the join of the
states “ie: Redo” and “ie: Promised” that are now equivalent and should be
merged

• When the initiator performs a request, and the executor responds with a de-
cline, the state machine in Figure 9 defines the current state as “i: Declined”.
According to that state machine, from this state it is possible to initiate a new
request or to perform quit. We believe that this quit act, performed by the
initiator does not make sense. The “action workflow loop” [2] was already
closed with the decline from the executor. Therefore we propose to remove
this quit act from the “i: Decline” state. If we do so, this state is now exactly
equal to the “i: Initial state”, therefore they should be merged.

• When the executor performs a revoke promise, that is allowed by the initia-
tor,  the state machine in Figure 9 defines the current state as “i:  Revoke
promise allowed”.  According to that state machine, from this state it is pos-
sible to initiate a new request or to perform quit. We are exactly in the same
situation as the previous item, therefore we propose that this  quit act from
the “i: Revoke promise allowed” state is removed. If we do so, this state is
now exactly equal to the “i: Initial state”, therefore they should be merged.

• Allowed revokes from state and accept lead to the “ie: Promised” state. Al-
lowed revokes from the promise state lead to a state that has request as a pos-
sible act. However for an allowed revoke request the destination state is a
terminal state that does not allow any new request. This is not coherent. We
propose that from the “_: Quitted” state it should also be possible to initiate a
new transaction with a request.  This  makes the “_: Quitted” state almost
equal to the “i: Initial state”, with the exception that it is a terminal state, and
“i: Initial state” is not. Using the same reasoning already used to make the
“ie: Accepted” a terminal state we propose that the states “_: Quitted” and “i:
Initial state” be merged and marked as a terminal state.

These four proposed modifications have a profound impact in the simplification of the
state machine by removing 5 nodes of the initial 20 (-25%) and removing 9 edges of
the initial 43 edges (-21%). This change does not reduce functionality, on the contrary,
it adds the possibility of initiating a new request after a revoke request. It also allows
transitions without any act as valid, since “i: Initial state” is now also a terminal state.
Based on these changes we show the result in the state machine presented in Figure 9,
the proposed grammar in Grammar 2, and the new proposed compact representation
in Figure 10, as an evolution of Figure 4.
This solution passes the 10 steps of the ACID test presented in section 4.3 with 2 dif-
ferences: the stop act (step 4) should now be a revoke promise, and the quit act (step
8 and 9) no longer exists, but this is not a problem as the current state would be a ter-
minal state.



<Initial_State> ::= ( request <Requested>
| <Terminal_State> )

<Requested> ::= ( promise <Promised>
| decline ( quit | <Initial_State> )
| revoke_request ( allow <Initial_State>

  | refuse <Requested> ) )
<Promised> ::= ( execute <Promised>

| state <Stated>
| revoke_request ( allow <Initial_State>

  | refuse <Promised> )
| revoke_promise ( allow <Initial_State> 

  | refuse <Promised> ) )
<Stated> ::= ( accept <Accepted>

| reject <Promised>
| revoke_request ( allow <Initial_State>

  | refuse <Stated> )
| revoke_promise ( allow <Initial_State>

  | refuse <Stated> )
| revoke_state ( allow <Promised>

  | refuse <Stated> ) )
<Accepted> ::= ( <Terminal_State>

| revoke_request ( allow <Initial_State>
  | refuse <Accepted> )

| revoke_promise ( allow <Initial_State>
  | refuse <Accepted> )

| revoke_state ( allow <Promised>
  | refuse <Accepted> )

| revoke_accept ( allow <Promise>
   | refuse <Accepted> ) )

<Terminal_State> ::= .

Grammar 2: New Proposed DEMO/PSI grammar in Backus-Naur Form

Figure 9: New proposed State Machine for DEMO/PSI grammar
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4.5 Critical Evaluation
In this section we will present two problems that emerge from the design options tak-
en for the state machine presented in Figure 8, that also persist in the proposed solu-
tion presented in Figure 9.

1. In many states in Figures 8 and 9, only one of the participants is able to act,
therefore the transaction can be blocked forever in that state if that partici-
pant refuses to act. This contradicts the “ideal speech situation” as defined by
Habermas [19], that states that all participants should be able to act whenever
they want. This is a problem also identified in the two analyzed implementa-
tions, in section 3.1 and 3.2, and that was not solved by these proposed solu-
tion.

2. This state machine uses a shared memory approach. This means that there
must be a trusted entity that keeps the state of the state machine. Eventually
this could be implemented as a service in a trusted third party server. There-
fore if both parts wish to call a revoke act, for instance a revoke state by the
executor and a revoke request by the initiator, there will be a race between
the requests. The order at which the acts are handled lead to totally different
states, which could be a problem in case of legal dispute. We believe that
controlling the state of the transactions is a critical information that organiza-
tions will want to keep in their own information systems. This is a problem
also identified in the two analyzed implementations, in section 3.1 and 3.2,
and that was not solved by these proposed solution.

We would also like to address three additional problems that do not emerge from the
solution found, but from the DEMO/PSI theory itself:

1. The request act by the initiator must include the full details of the desired
transaction. Usually the initiator is not fully aware of the actual conditions
that a product or service is provided, nor what are the more adequate solu-
tions to the initiator needs. There are also some configuration details that, in

Figure 10: New Proposed compact representation for DEMO/PSI grammar



practice, the executor postpones to delivery, as they do not significantly af-
fect the cost or the conditions of the proposed good or service. In practice,
these agreements are reached through dialog in the initial agreement phase
and/or in the delivery/configuration phase. In the current DEMO/PSI theory,
these agreements are assumed to exist but its unclear how they actually hap-
pen. There are several references to this problem in the literature [2][22][23].
It would be a positive improvement to allow those aditional agreements dur-
ing the life-cycle of the transaction without compromising the normal flow
of the existing agreements until a new agreement is achieved.

2. There is a constraint in DEMO/PSI theory that a transaction is initiated by
the initiator. In reality many transactions are initiated by the executor (for ex-
ample through marketing proposals) and the initiator act just confirms (or
implicitly declines) the conditions proposed by the executor. If the state ma-
chine does not allow the executor to perform an act, then he could never be
the one to take the first initiative. This problem has been address in the litera-
ture [20][21] but remains to be solved in a practical way.

3. It is assumed that in the transaction there is a unidirectional transfer of value,
that is, one actor role (the executor) provides value to another actor role (the
initiator) without anything in exchange. Only through the full set of transac-
tions could the value network make sense.

5   Second Solution – Tell&Agree Protocol
5.1 Purpose and Assumptions
We assume as the desirable scenario for reaching an agreement is the “ideal speech
situation” as proposed by Habermas [19]. That situation is one where:

1) Every part has an equal opportunity to speak at anytime, proposing solutions
and expressing opinions, desires and needs.

2) Every part is free to support or question any assertion performed by others.
3) No one can be coerced into accepting the counterpart statements referenced

in 1) and 2).
4) Every part acts with the desire to reach a agreement.

We assume that communicative actions in social interactions aim to reach a consensus
[1], by sharing information and committing to agreements. In order to reach an agree-
ment we need negotiation where parts express thoughts,  needs,  concerns and con-
straints in order to check whether there is a common ground that is acceptable by all.
In order to model a negotiation, we need to model messages being exchanged be-
tween parts. Many messages may be needed until an agreement is reached. Many of
the preliminary messages/proposals may not be included in the final agreement, as
they were not acceptable, or even if accepted, better solution may have risen during
negotiations. But all those messages belong to the context that allows the full under-
standing of the details of the agreement, and therefore can't be thrown away.

5.2 Message Basic Life Cycle
For each message we can establish a life cycle. In its most basic form can be mapped
by a Tell&Agree sequence as can be seen in Figure 8. This is a simplified version of
the Tell&Agree without revoking/cancellation acts, like the DEMO/PSI presented in



Figure 2 is a simplified version of the full pattern presented in Figure 4. The full pat-
tern for the Tell&Agree will be presented in section 5.6.

The initial tell act holds the content that is being shared and that seeks approval by the
counterpart. The following acts do not add additional information. Only tell acts add
new content. All other acts in the life cycle of a message are control acts necessary to
reach an agreement. The agree act means that the content in the tell act is being ac-
cepted as-is by the receiving counterpart.
The acknowledgment  acts  does  not  establish  the  acceptance  of  the  content  being
transmitted in the tell act, but only the confirmation that the message was received by
the counterpart person.
It is important to note that acknowledge acts aren't just datalogical confirmations pro-
vided by the underlying communication infrastructure. For a part to acknowledge a
message, the receiver person must be aware that it has been received even without
knowing the message content. It works like the post office service of acknowledge of
receipt. Therefore it is not just a information system acting on the user behalf, and ac-
knowledge that awareness to the counterpart – therefore it is an ontological act.
For example, it is common in administrative organizations to acknowledge the deliv-
ery of “messages” without any associated validation, promise or acceptance of its
content, the mere acknowledge that an act was performed by a counterpart, within
certain time range, for example, is a relevant ontological act that may be necessary to
the business transaction.
In face-to-face communications we use many cues in the non-verbal language that
perform all these acts in a very efficient ways, like nodding, eye gazing and many oth-
er face and body expressions. In distant communications these ontological acts must
become explicit through an established protocol that includes not only the basic pat-
tern but also the revoking acts.
The acknowledge tell can be implicit. The acknowledge agree must be explicit in or-
der for both parts to know that an agreement is in place.
When an  acknowledge agree  act is produced, an agreement is established and the
content of that agreement is the one presented in the corresponding tell act. By com-
pleting the two-phase commit, the parts establish an agreement.
5.3 State Charts – combining multiple state machines
In order to present the Tell & Agree Protocol we must first introduce the concept of a
state chart [27]. A state chart is a concept created by David Harel in 1984. It is an ex-
tension of the concepts of state machines and state diagrams for discrete-event sys-
tems that uses the notion of orthogonal state diagrams, creating several layers, that are
able to broaden the notion of state diagrams decreasing its complexity, by avoiding
the “unmanageable, exponentially growing multitude of states” [27] that emerge from
the combinatorial explosion as systems become more complex. Therefore the notion
of current state in a state chart is the tupple with the current states of all its inner state
machines.

Figure 11: Message basic life cycle pattern
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The implementation by Normalized Systems group, presented in section 2.2, resemble
a state chart, although not being assumed as such, as the authors use a Boolean to
choose which state machine is “in use” [15], store the current state as a “parked state”
in the main flow and move it to the suspension state.

5.4 Keep state across participants and messages
In order to understand how Tell&Agree protocol works we must realize 3 things:

• Tell&Agree protocol combines the message life cycle with state charts, pre-
sented in section 5.3. The message basic life-cycle (without revokes and can-
cellations) was presented in section 5.2. The full message life-cycle will be
presented in section 5.6, but for now you just need to know that it will be
represented by a state machine. In this section we show you the global archi-
tecture of the Tell&Agree protocol.

• The Tell&Agree protocol uses a message-based approach, not a shared mem-
ory approach, therefore each participant keeps all the state information. The
updates to the state machine happen when notifications are sent (for his own
acts) or received (for the acts of others).

• In each transaction in the Tell&Agree protocol there can be many indepen-
dent messages. The participants keep the state for each message independent
of other messages.

Therefore, in a transaction with two participants and three messages exchanged could
be represented as depicted in Figure 12.

• In the columns of Figure 12 we will have as many state machines as partici-
pants in the agreement. In this example there are 2 participants.

• In the lines we will have as many new lines, for as many messages as the
parts need, either to reach an agreement (or not).

#Msg Participant A Participant B

1

2

3

Figure 12: State chart for a transaction with 2 participants and 3 messages exchanged
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The actual state machine that exists in each cell in Figure 12 is deliberately too small
to be understood for now. It will be fully presented in section 5.6. What you need to
realize is  that  in every cell  of this table we always have the same state machine.
Therefore, in each cell we only need to keep the information about which is the cur-
rent state for that particular message (line) and for that particular participant (column).
Each participant will keep a grid like the one presented in Figure 12 as the global state
of the transaction. All the acts that each participant performs will be kept in the appro-
priate column/participant and in the appropriate line/message. For a particular mes-
sage, each participant can look at his corresponding column, and from the current
state realize which are the available acts that he can perform. When one of those acts
is performed, a notification is send to the other participant. Likewise, when a notifica-
tion is received from a act performed by the counterpart, the appropriate transition
should be record in the corresponding line(message)/column(participant).
With this state keeping schema, that uses several distinct state machines to keep the
state of a transaction (a state chart), each participant can always act with the actions
that are available in his own state machine for that message. Therefore he never gets
blocked.
Each participant can also add a new message to the transaction telling the new ideas
he seems fit. The messages are kept in all participants based on the date/time of the
message tell act.
As each participant acts independently, and can act at any time. Therefore we follow
the “ideal speech situation” rules presented in section 5.1.

5.5 Group Agreement - Transactions with many participants
By group agreement we mean the possibility that a transaction has more than two par-
ticipants. This problem has been addressed in the literature in [22][23][24][25][26].
As  addressing  this  subject  might  be  seen  as  inadequate  according  to  the  current
DEMO theory, this section starts with a disclaimer:

• We know that the notion of transaction (or agreement) with more than two
participants is something that doesn't fit the current paradigm [28] in Enter-
prise/Organizational Engineering scientific community.

• We agree that the most common form of agreements is between two partici-
pants. We believe that group agreements will tend to be more complex, as
the possible situations of unclear responsibilities between participants grows
quadratically with the number of participants as in Metcalfs's law. 

• We accept that it's always possible to model many participant agreements
(>2) with agreements between two parts, either having one part that acts as a
coordinator, or having a collective transaction where the executor role is col-
lectively performed by all the parts in the agreement. We believe that it is
possible to model these group agreements in a simpler way with Tell&Agree.

• As group agreements are social constructions that exist in social reality, we
believe that responsible persons should be able to freely decide the terms,
number of participants, and the structure of their agreements, even if they do
not follow the best practices or known existing theories.

• As the  Tell  & Agree  Protocol,  hereby presented,  works  equally  well  for
transactions between two or between more than two participants, it would be



of unacceptable short sight if the authors of this paper did not address that
possibility.

• We do not advocate or deny the possibility of agreements with more than
two participants. We acknowledge their existence in society and try to pro-
vide the best modeling tools possible to satisfy the users wants (even if it's
not what they really need).

If the number of participants in a transaction is N (N>2) then, in order to get to an
agreement, someone will initially tell and in time all other N-1 will acknowledge tell
and then agree, as can be seen in Figure 13. We call these individual  agree acts as
partial agreements, as the full agreement can only be achieved when all parts have
agreed and the person that initially performed the  tell closes the agreement by ac-
knowledging the group agreement. We assume, based on the “claim to sincerity” [1],
that the actor that performed the tell also agrees with the proposal.

If the number of participants is the stan-
dard  two  participants,  then  the   ac-
knowledge group agree is the same as
an  acknowledge agree, as presented in
Figure 11.
If a different type of voting rules other
than unanimity is desired, that could be
modeled in a specific action rule for the
acknowledge group agreement act.
Notice that having a rule other than una-
nimity moves as away from the Haber-
mas “ideal speech situation” as the parts
voting against might be enforced to an
agreement that they are against.

5.6 Message Full Life Cycle with revoke and cancellation acts
In Figure 14 we present the state diagram for the message full life cycle, that extends
the message basic life cycle pattern presented in Figure 11 and 13 with revoke and
cancellation acts.
The state diagram in Figure 14 contains 11 states and 23 transitions between states,
clearly divided into 2 clusters: the five states on the left handle the reaching an agree-
ment, and the six states on the right handle the cancellation or closing of an existing
agreement. The detailed explanation of these two clusters will be presented in sections
5.6.1 and 5.6.2.
The dashed arrows in this diagram correspond to personal acts, that is, acts performed
by one participant in his state machine, that are not notified to the counterparts. The
two thick dotted arrows correspond to group agreements.

Figure 13: Message basic life cycle
             with 4 participants
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5.6.1 Reaching an Agreement cluster (the 5 states at the left in Figure 9)
Although a part can reach the “Partial Agreement” state when a agree is performed,
we only have a real agreement when all participants are in the “Active Agreement”
state. Moving from an “Partial Agreement” into a “Active Agreement”, represented in
Figure 9 with a dotted line, is a special condition that occurs when participants are in
the “Partial Agreement” state for a message.
The state machine in Figure 14 shows three terminal states: “No Agreement”, “Closed
Agreement” and “Agreement Canceled”. The most significant difference between the
these states is that the last two can only be reached if an “Active Agreement” state
was previously achieved. The “Closed Agreement” is the terminal state that allows the
successful conclusion of an agreement. The “Agreement Canceled” is the terminal
state for the situation were parts agreed to cancel the previous established agreement.
The “No Agreement” terminal state is for all other situations, where an agreement was
not reached.
Regarding the revoking and cancellation acts, this protocol makes a clear distinction
between the situations before reaching an “Active Agreement” and after that state is
reached. Before an “Active Agreement” is established there can be revoke acts (both
tell and agree) by the person that performed those acts. After an “Active Agreement”
is reached, the way to disassemble it is through a cancel act that leads to a “Discus-
sion” state.
Before an “Active Agreement” state is reached, it is very easy to a participant to move
that message to a “No Agreement” state, either decline or revoke, which are acts that
involve  sending a  control  message to  the  counterparts.  Or  by  quit acts  that  only
change the state for the user, without notifying the counterparts. These kinds of acts
are presented with dashed arrows.
Before an agreement is reach, each participant has the right to veto, as no one can be
forced to agree on something – based on rule 3 of “ideal speech situation” [19] by
Habermas, presented on section 4.1. Only through unanimous decisions can an agree-
ment between parts reach an “Active Agreement”.

Figure 14: State diagram for the message full life cycle
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4.6.2 Canceling an Agreement cluster (the 6 states at the left in Figure 9)
After an “Active Agreement” has been reached, only through unanimous decision it
can be canceled. The cancellation also requires a two-phase commit, with a cancel –
acknowledge cancel – allow – acknowledge group allow pattern. As usual, a partici-
pant can only perform an acknowledge if the counterpart performed the correspond-
ing act, and can only do it once per corresponding act. If the counterpart chooses to
refuse instead of allow, the state machine for cancel initiator remains in the “Discus-
sion” state until that participant revokes cancel.
5.7 Modeling Power Analysis
A DEMO/PSI transaction can be split into three phases: order, execution and result.
We can use Tell&Agree protocol as the way to model each of those phases. The re-
quest-promise  phase  of  DEMO/PSI  transaction,  can  be  a  Tell&Agree  transaction
where a discussion (with many messages) is taken in order to reach to an agreement
and set an agenda among the participants of execution acts to be performed. All exe-
cution sub-transactions that participants have to realize can be modeled as individual
Tell&Agree transactions that will be dependent on the initial transaction from the or-
der phase.
Depending on the business being modeled, there might by a pattern of interactions
and an established order between them. For example, there can be pre-payment, im-
mediate payment or credit account models. 
Finally,  although  not  always  present  in  many  business,  there  should  be  a  final
Tell&Agree transaction to model the closing of the agreement. The tell act for this re-
sult phase would be the “transaction result” that a DEMO transaction uses, and then
the counterparts would be able to agree or state in several messages what is not right
allowing discussions (and eventually additional execution transactions)  in order  to
close the deal.
There is a clear mapping between DEMO/PSI transaction and Tell&Agree protocol.
Tell&Agree can be seen as a new, and more detailed way, to model a DEMO/PSI
transaction. This way of working increases the modeling power:

• In current DEMO transactions, each transaction must establish the full de-
tailed outcome in the initial request and have a single ontological result from
a single production act. The Tell&Agree protocol allows multiple agreements
on several messages and allows discussing new changes to previous agree-
ments without having to cancel already established agreements, that are kept
active. Only if a new agreement is reached, parts may decide to cancel the
previous agreement or use the new agreement as an add-on (or configura-
tion) of the existing agreement.

• There  can  be  several  Tell&Agree  transaction  within  the  same  execution
phase, which allows to model several milestones in a project, with several
deliveries, but also having different executors in each of those transactions,
as a business agreement is a transaction where all parts must expect to win
something from the deal in order to have an agreement on it.

• This end result is also an agreement for closing the deal, where participant
have the opportunity to clarify, discuss and agree things that were not fully
clear in the initial agreement phase.



We realize that this introduces a radical change regarding the current DEMO transac-
tions, as all transactions in DEMO were made to produce a single and specific trans-
action result.  Although this could be modeled as sub-transactions,  we believe this
Tell&Agree way of modeling is simpler and more powerful. Nevertheless, those that
think that that constraint should be kept, can still use Tell&Agree with a single pro-
duction act and a result phase agreement, and even so take advantage of the remaining
benefits of this protocol, such as being message based, non-blocking, with flexible
roles, and allowing incremental changes instead of forced detailed requests.
To finish this section on the increased modeling power and flexibility of Tell&Agree,
we will address the difficult challenge posed by Göran Goldkuhl in [21]:
“A man on the street walks up to a newsstand with the intention to buy his morning
newspaper. He picks up a coin (the exact change) and puts in the desk in front of the
salesman. Then he picks up a newspaper from the stand and leaves. Meanwhile the
salesman takes up the coin from the desk and puts it in his cashbox. This businesss in-
teraction was performed without any oral communication at all.”
Lets assume that material acts, like give or pick, that is, putting something in a public
or semi-public place with an intention of someone to pick it up, is an ontological act
in the newstand business.
This transaction can be modeled by the Tell & Agree in the following way:

• When the buyer puts the coin in the desk he is performing a tell act (a mate-
rial act). The seller acknowledges that tell, as parts are aware that their ac-
tions are being watched.

• The buyer then picks the newspaper as a second tell act (again a material
act). A new message within the same transaction by the same actor. The sell-
er  also  acknowledges  that  and  as  he  checks  that  the  coin  is  the  correct
amount, therefore the seller agrees in both messages.

• The buyer did not actually completed the loop by acknowledging the agree
acts by the seller (maybe he will do it in the next day), but as both parts are
happy with the final result, they move on with their business.

This approach of “letting acts speak for themselves” [21] shows the modeling power
and flexibility of the Tell & Agree protocol.

5.8 Compliance with DEMO Theory Analysis
Although Tell&Agree protocols appears to be a radical change regarding DEMO, this
new approach does not violate the supporting DEMO theorem and axioms:

• Organization Theorem – organizations can still be organized in the Business,
Intellect and Document layers. Tell & Agree Protocol does not affect that
global design approach.

• Composition Axiom - Transactions still  organize  themselves  either  in en-
closed transactions or self activating ones.

• Distinction Axiom – performa, informa and forma acts can still be modeled
as the available types of tell acts.

• Operation Axiom – There are still production and coordination acts. Howev-
er, we believe that among the “chunks of authority and responsibility” [1] of
actors, there might be other possible types of acts besides production and co-
ordination.



5.9 Analytic Evaluation
Following the problems stated in section 4.5 we can evaluate how the proposed solu-
tion addressed each of those topics:

• The Tell&Agree is a non-blocking algorithm, based on message passing, not
allowing blockage for any of the parts on the possible actions for the future.
Both “Agreement” and cancellation after “Active Agreements” are reached
with two-phase commit protocol.

• This solutions allows for any of the participants to initiate tell messages with
their proposals, desires and needs. This is an benefit when compared with
current DEMO transactions, as it moves the model closer to the desired “ide-
al speech situation”.

• This solution allows to model a way to reach agreements and keep the open
negotiations status even after and active agreement is reached (through addi-
tional  messages)  and well  as  providing a  clear  way to move away from
blocking discussion states.

• By separating the agreements from the production acts, this approach gains
flexibility, allowing to handle separately the Request – Promise part, the pro-
duction part and the State – Accept part. It also allows the existence of im-
plicit acknowledge tell and the usage of tell acts with material acts.

Figure 15: Intersubjective state keeping between parts
Tell&Agree  protocol  allows  keeping an  Objective,  Subjective  and Inter-subjective
perception of the current state of a transaction. Using Figure 15 as reference, let's
imagine that John sends a message to Mary:

• John keeps a state diagram for the acts he performed on that message – an
objective model (Figure 15 on the left).

• John is able to keep an additional state diagram were he can keep Mary state
for  that  message,  based  on  the  exchanged  messages  (Figure  15  on  the
center). It might not be exactly equal to what Mary actually has, because of
the silent acts (dashed lines) that each actor may perform and not notify the
conterpart. This subjective model does not include the acts Mary performed
without report to the counterparts (dashed arrows in Figure 5, as explained in
section 5.6) and has doubts about the messages sent by John that were not
acknowledged by Mary.



• John is even able to figure out how Mary sees is own current state, based on
the exchanged messages, although John might know that it does not repre-
sent it's actual state due to the non-reported acts he may have performed. A
intersubjective model (Figure 15 on the right).

We can also compare the 6 state machines presented in this paper, comparing their
complexity through the measures of number of nodes and number of edges. Although
number of nodes and edges is not an absolute measure of complexity of a state ma-
chine, the evolution presented in Table 1 shows the effort put into this work, while
combining the need to comply with the DEMO/PSI grammar and at the same time
make the state machine as simple as possible.

Solution Nodes Edges

DEMO World / Formetis (Figure 5) 17 37

Normalized Systems (Figure 6) 25 24

Non-deterministic state machine of DEMO/PSI grammar (Figure 7) 24 47

Deterministic state machine of DEMO/PSI grammar (Figure 8) 20 44

Deterministic state machine for new DEMO/PSI proposed grammar (Figure 9) 15 34

Tell & Agree (Figure 14) 11 23

Table 1: Comparing number of nodes and edges for the presented state machines

6   Conclusion
The initial context of this paper was an attempt to implement DEMO transactions into
a software artifact.  We analyzed the problems of two existing implementations of
DEMO/PSI transaction pattern/grammar.
We presented a first solution that strictly complies DEMO/PSI transaction pattern, but
noticed that there were two problems in the proposed solution and three unsolved
problems that were still constraining DEMO/PSI at the theoretical level.
To solve all these problems, we developed a second solution called Tell&Agree, that
dissents from existing DEMO/PSI grammar. This approach is an extension to the ex-
isting DEMO transactions pattern using a message based approach. We believe that,
not only it solves the identified problems, but it also represents a significant move to-
ward the “ideal speech situation” proposed by Habermas.
By releasing from the existing DEMO constraints, Tell&Agree solution allows for a
much higher degree of flexibility and modeling power. We therefore argue that this
new pattern for the DEMO transactions better serves the modeling goals of DEMO
[1] into the development of “workflow enabled organizations” [2].
7   Future Work
1. It would be interesting to have the DEMO/PSI grammar, presented in Figure 9,
modified in order to be used as a message-based protocol instead of the memory shar-
ing protocol.
2. We would like to proceed work on the Tell&Agree protocol by pondering the intro-
duction of several new kinds of transactions or acts, namely:

• knowledge acts - new facts discovered for person, process, product need to
be stored somewhere for future reference;

• normative acts – establish new rules for how the business should work;



• identification acts - identifies participants, allowing access to historical data,
preferences, reference, expectations. This helps to build agreements and pro-
vide better customer service;

• question acts - a question demands an answer and that is not properly handle
by the Tell&Agree protocol. It may require a new protocol to properly map
this typical interaction;

• meaning acts - answers to the why question. Give meaning to the choices
taken, namely dissent acts.

• material acts (give and take) – study how material acts should be fully mod-
eled.

• Asking for advice – before deciding how to act, ask mentor, supervisor or
teammate for advice. The advisor show be able to see the transaction infor-
mation, but advice without making that visible to the counterparts.

• Arguments is a special kind of information structure that might benefit from
a structured way of modeling to facilitate discussions. 

3. Also in the Tell&Agree for the transaction with many participants, it would be in-
teresting to study if and how could we allow to let participant enter or leave the trans -
action before the acknowledge group agreement is established. It might not be accept-
able for a person that agreed, to assume that that agreement is still valid if some peo-
ple leave the agreement or other people enter the agreement.
4. Although current theory [1][25] addresses vertical coordination/delegation (control
loop withing an organization) to give an answer to many of the real world practices,
the  handling  of  horizontal  coordination/delegation  between  distinct  entities  at  the
same level) [20][24][25][26] it is not clear how that can be brought to practice into a
coherent state machine that can be implemented as an software artifact.
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